1. A New World Order


B. Sudden movements occurring with a rushing sound

C. Rorschach signatures?

D. A minority, often impoverished, city neighborhood

E. Unalienable?

F. Quid pro quo; concessions (hyph.)

G. One of the primary sub-groups of the Sioux nation

H. Unconventional; experimental (hyph.)

I. Forceful; passionate

J. A commonly prescribed non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug

K. Amplifies; exacerbates

L. “We do not recognize the government of Russia, nor tolerate the propaganda which ___ therefrom...” (Harding, 1921)

M. Part of Earth’s upper atmosphere, important for radio transmission

N. Technically, the span of a scythe’s swing

O. Escapes; decamps from

P. “Our diplomatic relations...are now being resumed, but Russia presents ___ difficulties.” (Coolidge, 1923)

Q. Akin to hogwash and poppycock (2 wds.)

R. Failed to notice; ignored

S. Berth; quay

T. “The rarest quality in an ___ is truth.” (Thoreau)

U. A group with high regard for Haile Selassie and a desire to return to Zion in Africa